The Next Generation in School Cafeteria Tables
The New SICO UNDERGRADUATE ® Tables*
This new low storage height design features a one-piece tabletop that
remains in the horizontal position. The stools or benches conveniently fold
up under the table for easy cleaning, transport, and compact storage.

Saves time and money: A breeze to operate with a number of
advantages over traditional cafeteria table designs. No need to
move the entire table to clean up a spill, or to clean under tables.

Choice of seating: Available with choice of eight folding stools, or four
Easy to transport: Simply load the table with food, computers,
spacious 41" (104cm) long folding benches. Offered in both 29" (74cm) and books, or keyboards and you are ready to transport anywhere in
27" (69cm) heights to accommodate a variety of age groups.
the building. Units also butt up to each other end-to-end or side-toside to build whatever configuration you need to host school and
Multiple use: Use your new SICO UNDERGRADUATE® as a lunchroom, community events.
study hall, testing, or COW (computer table on wheels) table, as well as
many other potential uses.

24" H

Durability: The tabletop is protected
by the legendary SICO Armor-Edge® the edge treatment that has a proven
track record for long term durability.

27" or
29" H

27" or
29" H

Multiple sizes:
26" W x 60"L, 30" W x 80"L, and 30" W x 92"L.
(66cm W x 152cm L), (76cm W x 203cm L), and (76cm W x 234cm L)

Form & function: The new
oval tube caster beam and understructure design bring both style
and strength to the table.

Heavy-duty ¼" steel pivot
mechanism, with solid 1-5/8"
bushing, easily folds stools or
benches into stored or use position.

Split benches allow
easy entrance and exit
to and from the middle
of the table for students
of all sizes.

Tube within a tube design
for increased strength.

Arch shaped oval tube caster beam and heavyComputers on Wheels allows easy
Fold the stool mechanism under
duty 1-5/8" 14 gauge round tube legs provide
transport to multiple classrooms.
the table and the unit will roll easily
an aesthetically pleasing new look and strength.
through a standard doorway on its
*Patents pending.
4" heavy-duty dual casters.
Warranty: Lifetime warranty on welds and 15 years on other components.
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Top dimensions/seating capacity

Top heights

26" W x 60" L (66cm x 152cm) with 8 stools or 4 benches
30" W x 80" L (76cm x 203cm) with 8 stools or 4 benches
30" W x 92" L (76cm x 234cm) with 8 stools or 4 benches

24" (61cm)
27" (69cm), 29" (74cm)
27" (69cm), 29" (74cm)

Storage dimensions - 1 unit
26" W x 60" L (66cm x 152cm)
30" W x 80" L (76cm x 203cm)
30" W x 92" L (76cm x 234cm)

Weight w/stools or benches
105 lbs (48kg) or 126 lbs. (57kg)
153 lbs. (69kg) or 184 lbs. (84kg)
172 lbs. (78kg) or 206 lbs. (95kg)
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